Respondent ID Collector ID Start Date

End Date

Date / Time
Date of Workshop

1
2
3
4
How satisfied are you with today's workshop?

5

6

7

8

10095438429

212914378 2018‐07‐03 12:06:17 2018‐07‐03 12:07:06 06/26/2018

10095436765

212914378 2018‐07‐03 12:04:58 2018‐07‐03 12:06:13 06/26/2018

8

10095434260

212914378 2018‐07‐03 12:03:36 2018‐07‐03 12:04:47 06/26/2018

8

10095431873

212914378 2018‐07‐03 12:02:14 2018‐07‐03 12:03:32 06/26/2018

8

10095428673

212914378 2018‐07‐03 11:59:35 2018‐07‐03 12:01:46 06/26/2018

10095424657

212914378 2018‐07‐03 11:57:45 2018‐07‐03 11:59:29 06/26/2018

8

10095420813

212914378 2018‐07‐03 11:56:11 2018‐07‐03 11:57:28 06/26/2018

8

10093459355

212914378

2018‐07‐02 9:56:08

2018‐07‐02 9:58:29 06/26/2018

8

10093451950
10093449569

212914378
212914378

2018‐07‐02 9:52:12
2018‐07‐02 9:51:27

2018‐07‐02 9:53:39 06/26/2018
2018‐07‐02 9:52:07 06/26/2018

10093448455
10093446161

212914378
212914378

2018‐07‐02 9:50:00
2018‐07‐02 9:49:33

2018‐07‐02 9:51:25 06/26/2018
2018‐07‐02 9:49:55 06/26/2018

8
8

10093445482

212914378

2018‐07‐02 9:48:21

2018‐07‐02 9:49:28 06/26/2018

8

10093443534

212914378

2018‐07‐02 9:46:52

2018‐07‐02 9:48:16 06/26/2018

10093441133

212914378

2018‐07‐02 9:44:46

2018‐07‐02 9:46:46 06/26/2018

10 Open-Ended Response
What could have been done better?

Open-Ended Response
Do you have any other feedback?

I appreciate the ability to give feedback in more than 3 minute testimony increment.s Hold a
session about a couple specific growth issues and the city explain their positions and why.
Less presentation fro elected more talking More involved introductions ‐ activities to learn quickly who's in the Thanks for having these and for listening! So important at this time in our community's
whole room. Faster mechanisms to get ideas out during discussion
development. Love BOISE!
Some initial structure for how to make the conversation productive before asking us to do that. Maybe a
Good to have the tables change the reporter. Have more of these‐ build on them, have some
moderator plus note taker.
further outside of Boise and hen offer a time for all groups to come together.
More time spent on discussions ‐ add a segment focused on solutions to some of the core issues. Provide
The refreshments were excellent‐ thank you! The setting, design of the evening and facilitation was
participants of blueprint boise in advance.
excellent. Look forward to more of these. Thanks!
More time to list concerns Scribe generalized our concerns often instead of using specific words we used
Thanks for putting the growth workshop online for responses This is a good first step but the policy discussions Need to do these in every neighborhood in the city, over the next 6 months. People here were
this fall will be very important.
great but probably not representative of all Boise demographics.
A little more focus on developing lists and less on longer discussions. People do really need to vent but maybe a Have more of these workshops‐ make them continuing and maybe have them focused on certain
little more focus on topics and narrower on discussion.
things like transportation or affordable housing or planning.
Seperate time after for table open discussion about individual "soap boxes" so the group discussion time is not Noticed a couple facilitators making facial expressions in reaction to comments. I understand its
eaten up with that.
extremely tough not to, but making sure they're aware of that.
Great introduction to Boise Citizen involvement. HOwever, not everyone is "seated at the table" more inclusive
and diverse representation is needed to actively reflect ALL of Boise's populations and have their point of views Good job :) Have more meetings with different population groups. Go to the people to their
and concerns heard!
neighborhood and according to their schedules.
I would have liked to see more specific questions about how we might go about solving the problems that we
foresee growth bringing. It is easy to criticize, but encouraging citizens to come up with productive solutions
may engage people's preconceived notions about these issues.
Will be looking forward to follow through.
10 I appreciated the opportunity to add input. No complaints.
Have the event where the empty closest parking lot can be used. Discouraging to those who are mobility
impaired (BSU) ‐ told to park in the stadium lot.
Appreciate the opportunity and the refreshments.

10

7

7

Well organized, good facilitation. I appreciated starting with group norms.
Offer more in various neighborhoods. Reach out to neighborhood associations to hold in place workshops
10 Tell wait‐listers to just show up!
Less time talking about how sweet Boise is and more problem solving the challenging issues. Kristine Barney
10 was fabulous!

8

Really great food, especially veggies! Better recording ‐ video audio recording as transcription misses much.

8

Less time from Mayor and Council.

10093437913

212914378

2018‐07‐02 9:36:43

2018‐07‐02 9:44:41 06/26/2018

10093437404
10093429706
10093428826

212914378
212914378
212914378

2018‐07‐02 9:39:28
2018‐07‐02 9:38:58
2018‐07‐02 9:38:19

2018‐07‐02 9:44:20 06/26/2018
2018‐07‐02 9:39:26 06/26/2018
2018‐07‐02 9:38:54 06/26/2018

10093425140

212914378

2018‐07‐02 9:34:54

10093422177

212914378

2018‐07‐02 9:32:30

10093418154
10091928722

212914378 2018‐07‐02 9:30:19 2018‐07‐02 9:32:26 06/26/2018
212914378 2018‐06‐30 18:48:59 2018‐06‐30 18:52:25 06/26/2018

8

10091927210

212914378 2018‐06‐30 18:42:52 2018‐06‐30 18:48:52 06/26/2018

8

10090931652

212914378 2018‐06‐29 15:11:45 2018‐06‐29 15:13:16 06/26/2018

10090929683

212914378 2018‐06‐29 15:08:42 2018‐06‐29 15:11:42 06/26/2018

10090903067

9

7
9

Let us know what happens next. Will we (community) be a part of the solution.

2018‐07‐02 9:36:38 06/26/2018

9

Shorter intro, more conversation. It would be nice to dig deeper on a few issues, figure out why, explore
impact and have some debate/caucasing. It can be easy for these concerns to feel like buzz words.

2018‐07‐02 9:34:52 06/26/2018

9

9

7

212914378 2018‐06‐29 14:48:38 2018‐06‐29 14:51:31 06/26/2018

8

10090896536

212914378 2018‐06‐29 14:40:04 2018‐06‐29 14:46:50 06/26/2018

5

10090886929

212914378 2018‐06‐29 14:27:44 2018‐06‐29 14:39:58 06/26/2018

5

10090869341

212914378 2018‐06‐29 14:24:48 2018‐06‐29 14:27:33 06/26/2018

10090865322

212914378 2018‐06‐29 14:19:28 2018‐06‐29 14:24:43 06/26/2018

4

Really great! Looking forward to the city sharing all of this info with us and working from there.
Well done Boise! Keep it up and please make these forums more than just good public relations, let
them make a true difference in shaping Boise's healthy growth!
Affordable housing allowing MICRO housing to preserve local food gardens, integrated Lower
traffic, lower highway/road/(?) by more carpools, electric, railways, integrated work play, entertain
(?) where we can walk, bike and share cars more. Light rail! Lower commute in single cars.
I am very skeptical that our input will be taken seriously by city leaders who seem to be suffering
from election‐mandate hubris. City leaders must learn systematic development of informed
consent with citizens.
At some point I'd like to hear proposed solutions to problems we've identified.
Appreciate this opportunity.

It would be great to have follow up education/information on these topics.
Great process; now I'd like to see some effort to address our concerns in a meaningful way. Great
facilitator ‐ kept us on track. Cares are not being respectful of bikers. Many cars are running stop
sings on Jefferson at 2nd, 3rd, and 4th Streets. We need driver education about cyclists, right
I wish the mayor and city council members (all, not just Elaine) had been here to listen.
hand turns, left hand turns on red. Scary as a cyclist.
I really appreciated the format. Facilitators helped keep on track. Enjoyed working with people
I look forward to more narrow focus groups. There were so many topics if was hard to think of them all or delve from different backgrounds and experiences. I hope there are more of these and more widely
deep in such a short time.
advertised.
Even with a facilitator the loudest voice gets heard in lui of others at table.
Make sure there is a map to the table. Should continue with problem solving phase. . .
The brochures gave me a ton of questions I wanted to discuss‐ but didn't get the chance to discuss.
Given us an idea about the agenda/q's to be discussed in order to consider them and come prepared with
Also, Jen is/comes across as assuming and entitled. . .not a very good representative. (Mayor Bieter
feedback (input); Some work better w/prep, some do well on‐the‐fly :)
and Councilwoman Elaine were a better fit)
We must be mindful of transportation, traffic, housing and diversity! Well done, City of Boise!
Thank you for listening to us.
10 I am pleased with our discussions and attendance.
Do more education and outreach re: need for ability to fund (ie local option, etc) in order to
Good format. Ask what people are willing to do. . .vote, pay, etc. Harness the energy of those in the room.
provide solutions to problems‐ go to people ‐ other neighborhoods
I think it was a great discussion. Having a more clear description of how the concerns will be addressed and
described by city leaders would help. For example, have city leaders provide a report of how the concerns have Some members filled out comment cards prior to the end of the meeting. Waiting until the end
been addressed a certain time after the report of concerns have been addressed. Thank you.
may be more beneficial for the program. Thank you.
The population at this event was overwhelming inner‐urban/north end and young. The greatest derth was in
representatives from West Boise and suburbia generally. Bias was evident against planned subdivisions and
"nimbyism". Big elephant in the room for the future is the growing issue of homelessness. The avatar of Boise's
failure in this regard are the rocks under the freeway on Americana blvd. That is "avoidance" not a solution.
Less time on instructions Time could have been spent on issues of concern Topics too broad, focus on an issue
More input from facilitators

6

I wish we could get folks to the table from our more diverse, lower socio‐economic population.

This is unfortunately "cafe light". In 1976 the Ada Council of governments undertook an extended
cafe process involving 125 organizations and many months of meeting‐ and developed "the concept
plan"

City budget process isn't addressing priority items from city No relief in sight from property taxes
Keep taxation low. People can be property taxed until their home is no longer "affordable". With
Smaller groups Not enough depth on specific subjects. Just enough info that the city will do what they already increased property values come increased property taxes. Only the rich and the subsidized remain.
planned anyway.
Keep Boise's middle class.
Too much time wasted with intros and commentary. Wasted time talking about how great Boise is. WE KNOW
THAT!

10090857695

212914378 2018‐06‐29 14:15:27 2018‐06‐29 14:19:24 06/26/2018

10090851585

212914378 2018‐06‐29 14:12:01 2018‐06‐29 14:15:17 06/26/2018

7

10088562274
10088560146

212914378
212914378

2018‐06‐28 9:39:24
2018‐06‐28 9:38:41

2018‐06‐28 9:40:31 06/26/2018
2018‐06‐28 9:39:22 06/26/2018

7

10088558667

212914378

2018‐06‐28 9:33:54

2018‐06‐28 9:38:32 06/26/2018

10088556320

212914378

2018‐06‐28 9:32:39

2018‐06‐28 9:37:17 06/26/2018

10088554059
10088550128
10088547812

212914378
212914378
212914378

2018‐06‐28 9:33:57
2018‐06‐28 9:32:42
2018‐06‐28 9:31:36

2018‐06‐28 9:36:04 06/26/2018
2018‐06‐28 9:33:53 06/26/2018
2018‐06‐28 9:32:35 06/26/2018

8

10088546532

212914378

2018‐06‐28 9:24:28

2018‐06‐28 9:31:54 06/26/2018

8

10088499136

212914378

2018‐06‐28 9:06:13

2018‐06‐28 9:07:45 06/26/2018

8

10088495830

212914378

2018‐06‐28 9:05:26

2018‐06‐28 9:06:10 06/26/2018

10088491725

212914378

2018‐06‐28 9:02:56

2018‐06‐28 9:04:09 06/26/2018

10088487681

212914378

2018‐06‐28 8:52:29

2018‐06‐28 9:02:10 06/26/2018

10088458118

212914378

2018‐06‐28 8:41:35

2018‐06‐28 8:47:13 06/26/2018

10088446740

212914378

2018‐06‐28 8:39:48

2018‐06‐28 8:41:20 06/26/2018

10088443648

212914378

2018‐06‐28 8:39:02

2018‐06‐28 8:39:45 06/26/2018

10088442122

212914378

2018‐06‐28 8:38:09

2018‐06‐28 8:38:59 06/26/2018

10088439222

212914378

2018‐06‐28 8:36:21

2018‐06‐28 8:37:30 06/26/2018

10088436994

212914378

2018‐06‐28 8:34:53

2018‐06‐28 8:36:19 06/26/2018

10088434178

212914378

2018‐06‐28 8:31:30

2018‐06‐28 8:34:50 06/26/2018

10087653131

212914378 2018‐06‐27 21:38:16 2018‐06‐27 21:42:11 06/26/2018

10087649424
10087646724

212914378 2018‐06‐27 21:35:15 2018‐06‐27 21:38:08 06/26/2018
212914378 2018‐06‐27 21:34:11 2018‐06‐27 21:35:12 06/26/2018

10087645707

212914378 2018‐06‐27 21:30:55 2018‐06‐27 21:34:04 06/26/2018

10087635927

212914378 2018‐06‐27 21:21:32 2018‐06‐27 21:23:12 06/26/2018

10087633592

I think it was challenging for our facilitator ‐ I think it would be beneficial to use neutral faciliators. I think it
would foster better conversations and it would capture the true purpose of an event like this. A printed
agenda at each table.
We identified problems, but weren't asked for input on solutions. We don't want the city to come tell us what
they are going to do to solve the problems; we want to be part of the solution. How do we become part of the
solution?
Good method to discuss community issues. Should be the method we use to discuss ‐ baseball stadiums,
transit, housing, etc.
Maybe a little more focus on specific areas of growth. This seemed sort of scattershot.

5

8

8
9

9

We identified concerns, but didn't discuss good examples of how to overcome them.
Perhaps 1 more hour‐ OR have a 1 day simposium with experts vs real citizens as a thread. Healthy debate and
opportunity to open minds‐ coming to table with curiosity and not judgement.
Start faster, time wasted at beginning. Try one of these in low income areas at a non 9‐5 times like at 8‐10 pm
10 or digital.
10 Great!
We needed more time to really talk about everything. Self selecting population.
I'd like to have seen more thematic discussion ‐ transportation, housing, big project growth etc.‐ all need their
own time.
Control of repetitive feedback from tables. Slightly less up front individuals and their stories and more about
the city's story ‐ growth, boom cycles etc.
Allow time for each person to have conversations with other people in the room, not just the individuals at
their table.
Time for each question was limited. Fewer questions?

7

8
9

More time. I truly felt we had much more to discuss. More focused questions. Not just concerns but specific
areas of concern. Some time with the Mayor or City Council listening probably would have been okay.
This was an excellent activity. These could be done more often would be my suggestion. Possibly some written
ground rules on the table to start.

I would love to see an opportunity to participate in a design‐ thinking type event to dive into
creative solutions for the top issues identified at this event. I appreciated this opportunity‐ I gave it
a 5 because I think there's room to improve. I hope to see more events like this.
The city seems to be chasing big iconic projects where they can get a photo‐op at the ribbon cutting
rather than investing in neighborhoods. We don't need sports complexes or big flashy libraries, we
need improved parks and common/shared spaces.
See above. Educate and engage the citizens in city issues ‐ to determine priorities and get direction
on solutions. Great location for public involvement.
Need to engage the public in more things like this. And please listen.
Much appreciated opportunity. Would like to see this implemented for more focused high priority
issues/planning.
Great beginnings ‐ prelude of Boise demographics.
City staff as facilitators may lead to bias. It always exists though. Thank you. Really enjoyed it!
Maybe should have started with concerns so people leave on a positive note.
Really interesting to talk to everyone and hear their opinions.
Good facilitation/process Great opportunity to hear other people's points of view. need to take
this out to neighborhoods so that it is not self selecting.
Thank you for holding these sessions it is a starting place for interactions with government. Next is
thoughtfully including this feedback with planning and policy.
I appreciate the forum and the fact that the city wants to hear from its residents.
Attendants often seem unfamiliar with City's existing plans. Mayor's reference to "Blueprint Boise"
doesn't mean participants know what he's talking about.
You should do more. I would have come even without the treats though they were very welcome
since this ran over dinner time.
Excellent facilitator at our table. Well trained and thoughtful.

Out of all ideas/comments‐ go on to pick 2‐3 and drill down even deeper for a short period of time. Well done.
Facilitator was very, very good (Biff Jones). Diversity of people and comments was great. Very respectful.
May add another hour to the program.
Format was good and seemed to work well. Wish we could have mingled with others besides just those at our
Loved the opportunity! Hope to get more opportunities like this in the future. Thanks
10 table.

8

9
8

8

9
8

I appreciate the city listening and the facilitation, venue and food were unexpectedly wonderful. Thank you.
What will happen with the ideas that came out of tonight's discussion? Who will be analyzing? What change is
to be expected from what was said tonight?

10 I thought everything ran smoothly and everyone had equitable time to talk and share.
I thought the workshop was pretty well done but I looked around and saw over 90% white people. I think
outreach specifically to minority and underrepresented populations is warranted and this probably needs to
involve going into their neighborhoods for location and offering a variety of time options. Citizen input
shouldn't be skewed only towards majority opinion.
Would love to have an opportunity to learn more about some more specifics of conversations /thoughts/plans
the city is having on these issues. I know these things are on their radar‐ are there initiatives or goals the city
has that are in alignment with what the city hears tonight that we can support? I'm sure this will be shared at
future meetings.
Lots time taken up by the mayor and council woman at the beginning. I appreciate their presence and support
of community but we could have used more of that time for the actual engagement.
10 More time for discussion, particularly time for the entire room to interact.

Boise is more than downtown. I appreciate meeting people from all around Boise.
Thanks for the nice food/beverages and for keeping the meeting timely and controlled!
I think setting the stage as a "starting point" was great. i'm leaving wishing we could have dove
deeper into some issues, but remembering that frame helps. Thank you for putting this on it's
greatly appreciated.

I think this is a great start and would like the city to keep thinking of innovative ways to solicit
feedback‐ perhaps internet, mail, or phone surveys as well as workshops.

Good amount of time for discussion and liked hearing from all the tables.
More of these! I think the city planning needs more meaningful public input. I liked the
conversational style with moderator/facilitator.
Thank you for this opportunity to address our concerns.

Well organized! I would like to know, have an update on, things that are already in the plans for dealing with
10 Boise's growth.

I hope that community engagement opportunities continue. I appreciate that participants will
receive a copy of the report. Finally, I appreciate the City's efforts to keep Boise wonderful.

212914378 2018‐06‐27 21:18:46 2018‐06‐27 21:20:32 06/26/2018

This process does not generate ideas that would be heard by city council or where will make a difference.
Engage under‐represented communities, provide accessibility for a diverse population (socio‐economic, racial,
10 etc)

It may be possible to confuse this activity with actually considering residents concerns.
More workshops, more transparency, more opportunities for engagement for more people
(surveys, calls, mail‐in, etc)

10087631951

212914378 2018‐06‐27 21:16:17 2018‐06‐27 21:18:41 06/26/2018

The introduction to the session took 30 minutes‐ a quarter of the time. 10 would have been better. Would
have like a more focused session with fewer topics and more depth. I thought the reporting out was too
repetitive and time consuming. BUT I enjoyed the people at my table and the conversations.

10087629723
10087628068

212914378 2018‐06‐27 21:14:32 2018‐06‐27 21:16:10 06/26/2018
212914378 2018‐06‐27 21:13:43 2018‐06‐27 21:14:22 06/26/2018

10087627289
10087626112

212914378 2018‐06‐27 21:12:30 2018‐06‐27 21:13:33 06/26/2018
212914378 2018‐06‐27 21:09:53 2018‐06‐27 21:12:18 06/26/2018

10086791674

212914378 2018‐06‐27 11:27:37 2018‐06‐27 11:30:01 06/27/2018

7

9

10 I think this format was great for starting this conversation as a community.
Not much ‐ really good. More questions for discussion would have been interesting.

9
8
5

more time needed‐ maybe a more concise intro period
less steering; less guiding, let folks take the conversation where they wanted. Discussions were too general.
Also, the public discussion discouraged honesty.

I would provide specific experts on homelessness, healthcare and transportation. Participate in
these discussions to provide real info on these topics.
Very well done. Best way to engage.
Having similar comment gathering session is key to growing as the citizens want. Implementing the
comments (pos/neg) is something that needs to happen.
Thanks for food! Do more of this work. Sean rocked!
Need more of an open forum. More organic. Less guided.

